With rapid technological advancements emerging epigenetic studies of complex traits have shifted from candidate gene analyses towards epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS). EWAS aim to systematically identify epigenetic variants across the genome that associate with complex phenotypes. Recent EWAS using case-control and disease-discordant identical twin designs have identified phenotype-associated differentially methylated regions for several traits. However, EWAS still face many challenges related to methodology, design and interpretation, owing to the dynamic nature of epigenetic variants over time. This article reviews analytical considerations in conducting EWAS and recent applications of this approach to human aging and age-related complex traits.
Review
Using epigenome-wide association scans of DNA methylation in age-related complex human traits Human complex traits can be described as the outcomes of interactions among multiple susceptibility factors, including genetic, environmental, stochastic and lifestyle effects. Epigenetic marks are heritable cellular modifications that can also respond to environmental changes. Epigenetic variants have downstream effects on gene expression and, consequently, play an important role in normal development and disease. Therefore, epigenetic mechanisms may present a key link between genetic and environmental risk factors that underlie complex trait susceptibility.
Many epigenetic studies of complex diseases have been performed, but until recently, the majority of these have focused on candidate genes. However, candidate gene selection is based on known or (usually) hypothetical disease mechanisms, and so these studies are limited to a priori knowledge and specific candidate gene-based hypotheses. With recent advances in genome-wide approaches to assay epigenetic variation, emphasis is fast shifting towards highresolution genome-wide comprehensive scans to characterize epigenetic variation, similar to genome-wide association studies (GWAS) in 2007 [1] . The association between epigenetic variants measured across the genome and disease forms the basis of the epigenome-wide association study (EWAS). An EWAS, analogous to a GWAS, aims to systematically discover the association between epigenetic variants and disease. To date, efforts have focused on characterizing genome-wide DNA methylation variation, but there is potential for EWAS in the near future to examine additional epigenetic marks, such as histone modifications and chromatin structure changes [2] . Recent EWAS have identified disease-associated differentially methylated regions (DMRs) for several traits [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , but many aspects of this approach require careful consideration owing to the unique features of DNA methylation [16, 17] . These include DNA methylation tissue-specificity, variability over time and effects of genetic, environmental and stochastic factors on DNA methylation itself. This review focuses on the analytical considerations and challenges in performing EWAS on human complex traits, with examples of recent EWAS for age-related complex traits and chronological age.
EWAS analytical considerations
This section provides an overview of EWAS methodology: specifically, choice of assay platform, study design and statistical aspects regarding EWAS of DNA methylation variants in complex traits. The review focuses on DNA methylation-based EWAS, because the majority of EWAS examine DNA methylation, potentially due to the availability of genome-wide technologies to assay DNA methylation marks, which currently surpasses the choice available for other epigenetic variants.
DNA methylation is the most widely studied epigenetic mark. Methylation primarily occurs at CpG dinucleotides, which tend to cluster in the genome in regions known as CpG islands (CGIs). DNA methylation in CGI shores, which are regions of lower CpG density on the borders of CGIs, has been shown to be functionally important in gene expression, tissue future science group Review Tsai, Spector & Bell differentiation and disease [18] . DNA methylation correlates well with other epigenetic marks such as histone modification [19] and chromatin structure. For example, DNA methylation levels negatively correlate with histone marks that target active genes (such as H3K4me3 and H3K9ac [20] ) and enhancers [21] . In general, DNA methylation of promoter regions is negatively associated with gene expression [22] [23] [24] , whereas gene-body methylation has been reported to positively correlate with gene-expression levels in specific tissues [25, 26] . DNA methylation can also occur at cytosines outside of CpG contexts [27] , although this phenomenon is thought to be rare. There is evidence that DNA methylation at different loci across the genome can be affected by genetic [28] , environmental [29, 30] and stochastic variation [31, 32] . Evidence for DNA methylation heritability comes from observations that monozygotic (MZ; identical) twins have more similar DNA methylation levels than dizygotic (DZ; nonidentical) twins [33] , and that methylation patterns segregate within families [31] . Recently, many underlying genetic variants (methylation quantitative trait loci; me-QTLs) have been discovered to significantly associate with DNA methylation levels at specific CpG sites, with the majority of associations occurring in cis [20, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Another important feature of DNA methylation is that heterogeneity in methylation levels has been observed among different cells and tissues [39] [40] [41] [42] . DNA methylation levels have also been reported to associate with environmental variants such as smoking [10] , and are therefore thought to change in response to environmental variation over time [31, 32, 43] . n Choice of assay platform for DNA methylation-based EWAS Current commonly used DNA methylation platforms can be broadly divided into three main categories [16, 44, 45] : microarray-based approaches; enrichment-based platforms followed by sequencing; and bisulfite sequencingbased methods. Array-based platforms, such as the Illumina Infinium ® HumanMethylation27 (Illumina 27k) [46] , and HumanMethylation450 (Illumina 450k) [47] bead arrays, and comprehensive high-throughput arrays for relative methylation (CHARM) [48] , are hybridizationbased microarrays based on either bead-anneal genotyping assays of bisulfite-converted DNA or restriction enzymes, respectively. The previously available Illumina GoldenGate ® Methylation Cancer Panel I (Illumina GoldenGate), which covered approximately 1500 CpG sites, was also used by some EWAS. These approaches assay only parts of the methylome, for example, the approximately 27,000 CpG sites in promoterspecific regions (Illumina 27k), or approximately 485,000 CpG sites predominantly located near genes (Illumina 450k) out of approximately 10 7 possible CpG sites across the genome. Nevertheless, array-based methods can provide a cost-effective method to characterize DNA methylation variants, and if widely used, will provide standardized comparisons and allow meta-analysis across EWAS on a common platform, such as the Illumina 450k [16] . However, the most appropriate approach to preprocessing and normalizing array-based DNA methylation data remains to be determined.
Enrichment-based platforms capture the methylated sections of the genome and assay these by array or sequencing methods, which include methylated DNA immunoprecipitation sequencing (MeDIP-seq), methylated DNA capture by affinity purification sequencing (MeCAP-seq), and methylated DNA binding domain sequencing (MBD-seq). These approaches may exhibit a CpG-density dependent bias in binding affinity [49] and do not provide single-CpG-level resolution of methylation, because they are limited by the DNA fragment size from the sonication or size-selection steps in the protocols. Bisulfite-sequencing-based methods include whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) and reduced representation bisulfite sequencing. WGBS is typically seen as the gold standard for DNA methylation assays; however, this approach is also imperfect because certain regions of the genome may be difficult to bisulfite sequence and the method does not differentiate between 5-hydroxymethylation and 5-methylation [50] . Sample requirements for DNA quality and quantity will also impact the choice of DNA methylation platform, as previously discussed [45] . For example, array-based platforms require less DNA (e.g., 500 ng for Illumina 27k and 450k arrays [46, 47] ) compared with enrichment-based or enzyme-based platforms [45] . The methylation-profiling technologies outlined in this section have successfully been applied by multiple studies [20, 21, 49, [51] [52] [53] ; however, each strategy can be subject to pitfalls and bias. Therefore, it is important to validate the DNA methylation levels at key DMRs of interest using multiple DNA methylation assays.
In an EWAS, DNA methylation levels measured by any of the technologies described in this section may still be affected by confounders, for example, batch effects have previously future science group Using epigenome-wide association scans of DNA methylation in age-related complex human traits Review been detected in array-based DNA methylation estimates [20] . Different blocking factors may apply to multiple platforms (such as chip effects in array studies and flow-cell effects in sequencing studies), and appropriate experimental design should be used to minimize these effects. Randomizing samples in the experimental design and performing analyses to adjust for measured and unmeasured confounders should be routine EWAS methods. Approaches previously applied to assess heterogeneity in highthroughput technologies (e.g., surrogate-variable analysis in gene-expression studies [54] , or principal component analysis and other methods [55] ) should also be applied to avoid bias. Initial data checks should include assessment of correlation patterns in genome-wide DNA methylation estimates across the entire sample of individuals and within cases and controls separately, as well as across genome-wide loci and within autosomes and sex chromosomes separately. Data analysis using unprocessed signals, as well as using data transformation and normalization approaches, such as variance stabilization transformations [20, 56] , should be applied [45] . Experimental and computational approaches to control for confounders and technical artifacts can increase power to detect biological effects, and reduce spurious signals and incorrect conclusions. n EWAS designs As outlined by Rakyan et al., multiple study designs can be used in the EWAS setting [16] . Cross-sectional EWAS designs can be split into two general groups: population-and familybased (Figure 1 ). In population-based designs, such as the case-control design, one can retrospectively identify cases and controls for a particular disease and compare their DNA methylation patterns to detect disease-related DMRs. At a proportion of sites across the genome, DNA methylation levels are heritable and it is possible that EWAS in cases and controls will detect DMRs at heritable methylation sites. Therefore, case-control EWAS may detect genetic associations with the phenotype that are mediated via DNA methylation.
In family-based designs, the twin design is most well characterized for epigenetic studies [57] . Since 1924, the twin study has traditionally been used to estimate phenotype heritability, based on comparing phenotypic correlation between MZ and DZ twins. However, in the context of EWAS, the disease-discordant MZ twin design is most commonly sought after, because identical twins share nearly 100% of their genetic variation, as well as many environmental and lifestyle factors, but have different epigenomes. Disease-discordant MZ twins are widely used to assess the contribution of environmental and lifestyle risk factors to many complex traits and phenotypes [44] , and recent EWAS examples have focused on this design. The aim of these analyses is to clarify potential environmentally driven or stochastic epigenetic changes present in the case but not the control twin. Another option for twin-based EWAS is to compare rearedtogether and reared-apart identical disease-discordant twins, because epigenetic comparisons in these two groups may reveal additional clues about potential environmental or stochastic triggers of the epigenetic mark. Other family-based study designs can include comparisons across MZ, DZ, sibling and half-sibling pairs, and across parent-offspring pairs, trios and multigenerational families. These extended designs may give insight into the extent of genetic regulation of the epigenetic mark at a particular locus within and across generations. The main limitation of family-based studies is the difficulty of obtaining sufficient samples, such as disease-discordant MZ twins -particularly for rare diseases as only one in 250 individuals has an identical twin [58] . Additional experimental designs can be considered in EWAS of cancer, where an alternative is to include healthy and diseased tissue from the same individual, and if extending to discordant twin designs, to include healthy tissue from both affected and unaffected twins as two separate control samples. In addition, if the aim of an EWAS is to identify extreme hypo-and hyper-methylation effects, rather than differential methylation over a continuous range of methylation levels, DNA methylation analyses of pooled cases and controls may also be pursued.
One disadvantage of cross-sectional EWAS is that the causality of methylation modification in disease cannot be established, because methylation can be both causal and also a consequence of disease. Longitudinal samples, although difficult to obtain, can help address causality, because epigenetic information is available prior to and after the development of disease. n Tissue-shared & -specific effects Epigenetic variants can be tissue-specific or shared across tissues [20, [34] [35] [36] . Interestingly, more differences have been found in different tissues from the same individual than in the same type of cell from the same tissue from two unrelated individuals [24] . In the context of EWAS, it is important to identify the correct tissue that is future science group Review Tsai, Spector & Bell most relevant for the phenotype of interest. In the majority of studies (particularly in retrospective studies) only whole-blood DNA is often available and the suitability of whole blood as a surrogate for methylation levels across multiple tissues is extensively debated. We recently compared CpG sites from the Illumina 27k array that were identified to be associated with me-QTLs in whole blood [28] , in lymphoblastoid cell lines [20] and four brain tissues [34] in different samples. We observed that out of the 1537 CpG sites with me-QTLs obtained in whole blood, 444 (28%) were also observed to have me-QTLs in brain samples and 61 (34%) were observed to have me-QTLs lymphoblastoid cell lines [28] . The results suggest that methylation levels at these CpG sites are more heritable, stable over time and conserved across tissues. At CpG sites with me-QTLs, DNA methylation in whole blood may be a good surrogate for DNA methylation in multiple tissues. Therefore, DMR studies of whole-blood samples should study CpG sites with me-QTLs, but not to the exclusion of the rest of methylome. n The power of EWAS Power to detect DMRs in an EWAS design depends on many factors. These include, but are not limited to, study design, sample size, DMR effect size, DNA methylation assay coverage and sensitivity, and the stability of the DNA methylation variant over time. Relatively few studies have assessed EWAS power across study designs. Power of the discordant twin design has been examined for a particular genome-wide methylation assay covering 12,192 clones targeting CGI regulatory elements [4] . Power calculations were based on DNA methylation levels at a single locus, DLX1, using the DNA methylation fold change within co-twins. The results suggested that only a small sample of disease-discordant twins is required to achieve reasonable power to detect moderate effect sizes. For example, 21 pairs of twins were sufficient to reach greater than 80% power to detect a 1.15-fold change in the methylation signal. However, these power estimates are not generalizable to different assays of DNA methylation, because the sensitivity and specificity of the methylation assay will also affect the power to detect DMRs. The majority of current methylation assays aim to assess methylation levels at single CpG sites, while the previous twin DMR power estimates were based on estimates of methylation levels over larger genomic regions [4] . Although there is evidence for comethylation across the genome [20, 28] , significant variability in methylation levels at nearby CpG sites has also been observed [20] . It is likely that larger samples of Using epigenome-wide association scans of DNA methylation in age-related complex human traits Review discordant twins will be needed to achieve sufficient power to detect DMRs of modest effect sizes at single-CpG-site resolution.
The power of the case-control EWAS has recently been examined in two studies. Wang proposed an Uniform-Normal-mixture model to categorize DNA methylation levels into unmethylated, hemimethylated and methylated groups [59] . The study compared the performance of this approach in EWAS with standard parametric and nonparametric tests used in EWAS, and suggested that greater power can be achieved if not only mean differences between groups, but also the variance of methylation levels are taken into account. In terms of standard t-test-based EWAS power estimates, 86.6% power was achieved for a mean difference of 9% methylation using 250 cases and 250 controls. Similarly, a more recent study also suggested taking into account not only the difference, but also the variance in methylation levels across groups [16] . For example, with methylation odds ratios (ORs) of 1.25 and a sample size of 800 cases and 800 controls, 88% power can be obtained at a significance level of 10
if the locus is primarily methylated, but power is reduced to <10% for more variable methylation levels. The results suggest that greater power could be achieved if the individuals in the sample have similar levels of methylation, and, in general, the DMR effect size measured by the methylation OR (methOR) was found to be a better predictor of power compared with the methylation difference. Power of 80% in EWAS could be achieved with either a high methOR of 2.11 in at least 200 cases and 200 controls, or for a relatively smaller and perhaps more realistic methOR of 1.49, increased sample sizes of at least 800 cases and 800 controls are required [16] . n Multiple testing correction for EWAS Correcting for multiple testing in EWAS is usually based on the total number of CpG sites examined. For example, the Illumina 450k array includes approximately 485,000 CpG sites across the genome, and would result in a Bonferroni-adjusted significance threshold of p-value of approximately 10 -7
. However, patterns of comethylation across the genome indicate nonindependence in methylation levels at unique CpG sites located close together. Therefore, a Bonferroni correction is probably over conservative. A false-discovery-rate correction for multiple comparisons can also be considered. Currently, permutation-based approaches would be most suitable in initial studies until consensus is reached. n Replication & validation As in GWAS it is important to follow-up initial discoveries by replicating DMR effects in an independent sample. This is particularly important in the context of determining whether DMRs are causal or consequences of the disease state. Replication guidelines for EWAS have previously been discussed [16] . Furthermore, an additional consideration specific to EWAS is the importance of validating DNA methylation levels at the regions of interest using an alternative method to assay DNA methylation. Each high-throughput assay can be subject to bias and noise, which can result in incorrect DNA methylation levels. For example, recent reanalyses of RNA-sequencing data suggests that high-throughput methods may overestimate the frequencies of both genomic imprinting and RNA editing and require careful methodology [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . To date, most DNA methylation studies have used bisulfite sequencing for validation of candidate regions (Tables 1 & 2) . However, custom validation assays will become necessary for the large-scale studies that are currently underway. A standard custom DNA methylation validation assay may be bisulfite sequencing based and include the identified disease-related methylation regions in the study, and potentially also other known DMRs, heritable CpG sites or CpG sites with meQTLs, and highly variable methylation regions. On the other hand, designing disease-specific validation assays may also be appropriate, similar to custom Illumina Infinium genotyping assays, such as the Immunochip or Metabochip. For example, a cancer-specific panel may target CGI shores, cancer DMRs and cancer-related hypomethylation blocks [65, 66] , while common disease panels may include promoter-specific regions and previously identified disease-associated DMRs.
Examples of EWAS for age-related phenotypes
Many studies have examined the role of epigenetic variation at individual genes in the context of complex disease. In the past decade, epigenetic variation at particular genes was associated with several complex diseases in case-control and disease-discordant twin studies [3, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Recently published EWAS have identified DMRs for multiple common complex traits using genomewide arrays or sequencing-based DNA methylation assays [3-9,11-15]. [76] . Correspondingly, a recent EWAS identified epigenetic differences in autoimmune diseases that were present in systemic lupus erythematosus-discordant MZ twins, but not in rheumatoid arthritis, and dermatomyositis-discordant twins [3] . Additional EWAS of autoimmune diseases have been performed in psoriasis-discordant MZ twins [6] and in MZ twins discordant for multiple sclerosis [77] ; however, genome-wide, significant, diseaserelated DMRs were not identified. Overall, the studies described so far examined small sample sizes (less that 17 MZ pairs per trait) and therefore have limited power to detect DMR effects in complex disease. More recent EWAS in twins have used larger samples and validation. A genome-wide methylation association study in 44 whole-blood major psychosis-discordant MZ twin samples found that the top-ranked DMR genes were related to psychiatric disorders and neuro development, and were validated using a different technology [5] . Rakyan et al. performed an EWAS for childhood-onset Type 1 diabetes in CD14 + monocytes [7] . The DMRs obtained from the discovery stage of the analyses were replicated in two further samples, including longitudinal samples. In total, they identified 132 Type 1 diabetes-associated methylation variable positions that probably occur at an early stage in the etiological process.
EWAS of allele-specific methylation (ASM) have also been performed. ASM typically results in the allele-specific transcriptional silencing of one copy of the gene. For example, imprinted genes exhibit ASM in a parentof-origin manner; however, ASM does not occur exclusively at imprinted regions, but can be widespread and tissue specific [78, 79] . A recent study of ASM found that specific haplotypes associate with DMRs in homologous chromosomes, suggesting that genotypes have greater influence on ASM compared with gametic imprinting [37] , and multiple previous studies have also identified genetic variants that associate with ASM in cis [78, 79] . Recent EWAS have reported ASM changes between MZ twins with autism spectrum disorders and their control co-twins [80] , and allele-specific expression results suggest that examining ASM in discordant MZ samples may prove informative to DMR discovery [77] . The prospect of performing ASM-based EWAS in disease is an exciting opportunity in future studies, because these analyses may provide more insight into the disease model underlying epigenetic effects in complex traits. n Recent EWAS in cancer Epigenetic modifications play a clear role in cancer pathogenesis. Multiple studies have found that tumor suppressor genes tend to have hyper-methylated promoters leading to transcriptional silencing or, more recently, have identified blocks of hypomethylation across the genome [65, 66] . A number of recent EWAS have identified hundreds to thousands of differentially methylated CpG sites associated with prostate [15, 81] , breast [82] , ovarian [14] and colon cancers [65] . The findings show that multiple epigenetic changes differentiate cancer and normal tissues; however, unless longitudinal data are available, it is difficult to establish whether the epigenetic marks found in cancer tissue are causal or consequent to disease. The effects of disease on genetic mutations and rearrangements in cancer cells may significantly alter the epigenetic landscape of the cancer cell [83] . Attempts to assess whether cancer-specific DMRs (c-DMRs) are shared across multiple cancer tissues have also been explored. A recent study tested whether c-DMRs found in colon cancer were also differentially methylated in other multiple cancer tissues [65] . The results suggested that methylation at c-DMRs occurs stochastically and is most probably affected by environmental exposures in the later stages of life.
Recent cancer EWAS address validation, and in some cases, replication and timing of the epigenetic changes relative to disease progression, but are nevertheless limited because they are based on relatively sparse DNA methylation arrays that only cover <0.1% of CpG sites in the genome. Many current EWAS are underway for both complex diseases and future science group Review Tsai, Spector & Bell Using epigenome-wide association scans of DNA methylation in age-related complex human traits Review 
EWAS of chronological age
n Longitudinal DNA methylation studies Several studies have looked at DNA methylation within individuals over time. The results indicate that in adults longitudinal changes in methyl ation can occur, but appear to have generally modest effects over the scale of 3-10 years [84, 85] . Conversely, in children, longitudinal changes methylation have much greater effects over a 5-year period [43] . These results demonstrate that changes in single-locus DNA methylation levels likely occur at different rates during life, and may contribute to aging and potential longevity.
n Recent EWAS for ageassociated DMRs Epigenetic patterns vary during aging and development, but the rate of change and contribution to biological aging are poorly understood. Global changes in DNA methylation have been reported in individuals with increasing age [31, 86] , and may be due in part to a progressive loss in DNA methylation in repetitive sequences throughout the genome [87] . However, at specific regions of the genome, individual CpG sites may also significantly change with age. Several studies identified age-associated DMRs (a-DMRs) in whole-blood cells (WBCs), blood cell subtypes and other tissues using the relatively sparse Illumina GoldenGate assay (∼1500 CpG sites). Boks et al. conducted an EWAS to discover a-DMRs in whole-blood samples from 46 twin pairs and 96 healthy controls on the Illumina GoldenGate platform [88] . They found 58 CpG sites strongly correlated with age, of which six demonstrated significant effects in both samples. a-DMR effects were also examined in 139 subjects using the same methylation assay in blood and brain, lung, pleura, head and neck tissues, and 295 a-DMRs were identified at a false discovery rate of 5% [29] . A more recent study examined 1628 human samples, which included controls, cancer and noncancerous disease samples, with the Illumina GoldenGate array, and found 43 hypermethylated and 25 hypomethylated a-DMRs in 180 leukocyte samples from healthy donors [89] . More recent a-DMR reports have examined DNA methylation using the more extensive Illumina 27k array [28, 30, 36, [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] .
Next, nine studies [28, 36, [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] that have identified a-DMRs using the Illumina 27k array in multiple tissue samples from cohorts that included healthy subjects have been selected (Table 2) . Three studies identified a-DMRs in WBCs and blood cell subtypes. Teschendorff et al. examined DNA methylation in WBCs from 113 ovarian cancer subjects and 148 controls, and identified altogether 589 a-DMRs in the overall sample of 261 subjects, of which 61.6% were hypomethylated with age [90] . Rakyan et al. examined a-DMRs in WBCs from 93 subjects and replicated 131 hypermethylated a-DMRs across WBCs, CD14+ and CD4 + cells, suggesting that these changes occur among the precursor hemato poietic stem cells, prior to the divergence of the myeloid and lymphoid lineages [91] . Bell et al., recently identified 490 a-DMRs in whole-blood samples from 172 middle-aged female twins, the majority of which were hypermethylated with age [28] . Together, these studies provide strong consistent evidence for a-DMRs in WBCs and cell subtypes, and show a-DMR overlap across studies (see below and Figure 2) .
Several EWAS have examined a-DMRs in samples other than WBCs, including multiple tissues. In brain tissue, ten a-DMRs were identified from 150 neurologically normal Caucasian subjects in four brain regions [92] . Another recent study with 130 subjects identified 19 hypermethylated a-DMRs across fibroblasts, keratinocytes, epithelial cells, CD4 + T cells and CD14 + monocytes, and validated a proportion of these in additional cell types [94] . In saliva, 88 a-DMRs were identified in 34 healthy male MZ twin pairs and a-DMR effects were replicated at three genes in another 60 unrelated subjects [93] . These studies show that a-DMR effects exist across tissues and provide the opportunity to test for tissue-specific and shared effects, which may give insights into different components of aging mechanisms.
The EWAS outlined above focus predominantly on adult human samples, but recent aging EWAS have also examined a-DMR effects across wider age ranges, including in children and newborns. A recent study in 398 boys (aged 3-17 years) using peripheral blood reported 1601 hypermethylated and 477 hypomethylated a-DMRs [96] . The authors replicated 62.7% of the initial findings using the Illumina 450k array in another 78 pediatric samples. Numata future science group Using epigenome-wide association scans of DNA methylation in age-related complex human traits Review et al. used prefrontal cortex tissues in 108 nonpsychiatric male and female controls to identify a-DMRs in three age groups: 30 subjects during fetal development, 15 at childhood and 63 at age greater than 10 [36] . They found twice as many age-related hypermethylated changes in childhood and postchildhood compared with the fetal group, and observed that the rate of agerelated changes in methylation is greatest during the fetal period. Finally, a study by Adkins et al. examined blood samples from 168 newborns and found methylation differences at 144 CpG sites associated with maternal age [95] . Altogether, the aging EWAS indicate that many a-DMRs are triggered at an early age; the rate of age-related methylation changes is highest in the fetal period; and DNA methylation may also be associated with maternal age at birth. n Overlap among human a-DMR studies across tissues Based on the availability of the a-DMR results provided, the overlap across a-DMRs was assessed using results from six studies that used Illumina 27k arrays in adult human samples. The six studies examined included a-DMRs identified in WBCs and cell subtypes [28, 90, 91, 94] , saliva [93] and multiple brain tissues [92] , where all the subjects were at least 20 years of age. In four out of the six studies, samples partially overlapped (see Figure 2) . In total, 1093 unique a-DMRs were identified in the six studies, 0.2% overlapped across five studies, 1.1% overlapped in four studies, and 4.5% and 15.5% overlapped in at least three and two studies, respectively (Figure 2) . None of the a-DMRs successfully replicated in all six studies, but two a-DMRs (near the NPTX2 and PDE4C genes) overlapped across five studies, and 12 a-DMRs (near the GLRA1, TMEM179, GCM2, TRIM58, PTGER3, ATP8A2, MYOD1, BRUNOL6, GRIA2, KCNK12 and B3GALT6 genes) overlapped across four studies. These regions represent good candidates for epigenetic biomarkers of ageing, and should be included in future studies modeling chronological age from DNA methylation Studies † 589 a-DMRs [90] 490 a-DMRs [28] ‡ 131 a-DMRs [91] § 88 a-DMRs [93] 19 a-DMRs [97] § ¶ 10 a-DMRs [92] § 589 a-DMRs [90] CGIs This study contains subjects from [91] . § These studies provide hypermethylated a-DMRs only. ¶ This study contains subjects from [90, 91] . a-DMR: Age-associated differentially methylated region; CGI: CpG island.
future science group
Review Tsai, Spector & Bell patterns. Most of the a-DMRs (84.5%) were identified only in one study, which is probably in part due to different analyses, sample size and significance criteria, and also in part due to tissue-specific effects or type I error. It was observed that more than 93% of the a-DMRs that overlapped across four a-DMR sets were located in CGIs, suggesting that tissue-shared a-DMRs tend to be located in CGIs. Ultimately, the evidence that a-DMRs identified using the sparse Illumina 27k array overlap across studies shows that in some regions DNA methylation may play a general role in the aging process.
Although it is clear that the epigenetic landscape changes during our lifetime, the patterns of epigenetic variation in normal tissues due to aging remain poorly understood [98] . Aside from age-related epigenetic changes at individual genes, the relevance of the noncoding genome to aging remains unclear and the existence of an epigenetic memory with transgenerational inheritance may also impact this field. Several reviews have addressed specific mechanisms of epigenetic effects in somatic tissue aging [98] [99] [100] . These include discussions of global methylation changes with age [98, 100] , hypermethylation of specific tumor suppressor genes [98] and the potential of epigenetic mechanisms to mediate environmental factors that delay aging, such as dietary restrictions [99] .
Interpretation of EWAS findings
Once a phenotype-associated DMR is identified in a discovery sample, specific follow-up analyses are crucial to characterize the DMR effect and stability. These include validation of the methylation signal using a different methylation technology, replication of the DMR effect size and direction in an independent sample, and longitudinal analyses to establish whether the DMR variant arises prior to disease onset (and is therefore potentially causal to disease) or as a consequence of disease state. Once these are performed, follow-up studies can interpret the role of the methylation variant in disease and aging.
One option of follow-up is to integrate genetic and epigenetic information in a shared analytical framework, to assess whether the DMR mediates genotype-phenotype associations. If so, DMR effects are likely to be detected in a sample of unrelated individuals (or individuals of different degree of relatedness), but may not be observed in samples of disease-discordant MZ twins. Examples of such integrative analyses include the genotype-epigenotype interaction in the FTO gene in Type 2 diabetes [101] , and combining me-QTL, GWAS and DMR findings across multiple phenotypes related to ageing [28] . Conversely, if the DMR is suspected to mediate environmental effects on the phenotype, it should be detected in samples of disease-discordant identical twins, but may be more difficult to detect in samples of genetically heterogeneous individuals unless large sample sizes are used.
To explore the effect of epigenetic variants on complex traits, different epigenetic models of disease risk have been proposed [102] . The majority of EWAS to date only examine the methylation threshold model -that is, comparing phenotype variation to overall levels of DNA methylation at a locus of interest. However, it is possible that additional epigenetic models of disease risk exist. For example, cases of ASM, where methylation at one allele is more likely to result in disease (e.g., a dominant epigenetic model with reduced penetrance) may not be detected in standard analyses, which assume a methylation threshold model and use assays that measure overall levels of methylation at a locus (e.g., the Illumina 450k array). Technologies that can detect ASM (e.g., Me-DIPseq, WGBS and RRBS) will be useful to establish whether more complex scenarios exist.
Several exploratory options exist to clarify the functional role of the DMR variant [17] . Characterizing the location of the DMR relative to the gene and, if possible, directly obtaining geneexpression estimates may both inform the functional role of the DMR on gene expression. For example, a study of psoriasis-discordant MZ twins found no differentially methylated or expressed genes; however, the genes with greatest correlation in methylation and gene-expression differences between unaffected and affected twins were biologically relevant to psoriasis [6] . Therefore, gene-expression levels should be evaluated where possible to gain insight into the functional effect of the methylation variant. If data are not available for the tissue relevant to disease, comparing methylation and expression patterns at the locus across multiple tissues may inform the tissue-specificity of the variant. Additional analyses scanning for transcription factor binding sites in the vicinity of the variant or genomic repeats may also prove informative. Lastly, comparing patterns of multiple levels of epigenetic regulation (e.g., from the ENCODE project [201] ) in a region may also be informative. These options have previously been discussed elsewhere [17] .
Conclusion & future perspective
In conclusion, epigenetics is an exciting fastgrowing field with recent studies identifying future science group Using epigenome-wide association scans of DNA methylation in age-related complex human traits Review 1 Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium. Genome-wide association study of 14,000 cases of seven common diseases and 3,000 shared controls. Nature 447(7145), 661-678 (2007 
Executive summary
Background Epigenomic studies of complex traits have progressed towards epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS). Ongoing EWAS primarily focus on identifying differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in complex disease.
The unique dynamic features of DNA methylation should be taken into consideration in the EWAS design.
EWAS analytical considerations
Several choices for DNA methylation assays exist, but it is important to validate DNA methylation signals at regions of interest using multiple technologies. Most commonly used cross-sectional EWAS study designs can be broadly split into case-control and disease-discordant identical twin designs.
Longitudinal EWAS are crucial to characterizing the role of DMRs in disease susceptibility. Tissue specificity in DNA methylation patterns should be explored. Maximizing EWAS power, correcting for multiple testing and undertaking replication are important features in EWAS.
Recent EWAS for age-related phenotypes have identified DMRs in disease-discordant monozygotic twins
Allele-specific methylation may be important in disease. Major DNA methylation effects have been reported in cancer, and some of these studies include validation, replication and longitudinal analysis of DMRs.
EWAS of chronological age
Many age-associated DMRs have been reported across samples from multiple tissues, cell types and age ranges. Age-associated DMRs overlap across studies.
Interpretation of EWAS findings
Discovery of disease DMRs should be followed-up by methylation technology validation, replication and longitudinal studies.
Allele-specific methylation levels should be explored, because they allow for the estimation of different risk models of disease susceptibility. The functional role of DMRs can be explored by obtaining an overview of the epigenetic and transcriptional variation in a region of interest.
DMRs for a vast array of complex diseases. The EWAS approach provides a promising strategy for uncovering disease-associated epigenetic variation, but there are methodological challenges in studying dynamic epigenetic marks. These accentuate the need to perform longitudinal validation and replication in large EWAS samples. In the near future, upcoming assays of multiple levels of epigenetic variation will allow for more extensive and detailed EWAS scans, leading towards a more extensive understanding of the epigenomic basis of human disease.
Integrative analysis across multiple sources of genomic, epigenomic, functional and phenotypic data will help disentangle the underlying biological mechanisms in human disease. 
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